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It has been undoubtedly accepted that 4.0 industrial revolution and 5.0 society era have 
triggered up stakeholders, educators, and society to develop curriculum in Islamic higher 
education. Such curriculum development needs to accommodate both spiritual and social 
qualities of graduates. In responding to that challenge, Islamic higher institution has to 
develop relationship between Islamic values and character strengthening. This paper attempts 
to describe three interrelated elements which consisting of character education, character 
strengthening, and curriculum development. As for the first element, character education 
allows teachers in higher education to build some courses that integrate characters into 
courses. As for the second element, character is strengthened through implementation of 
curriculum which consist of related courses, teaching and learning methods, evaluation and 
assessment. To respond the challenge, the last element, curriculum is developed through an 
integrated plan which internalizes character strengthening with Islamic values of available 
courses. 
Keywords: curriculum development, character strengthening, character 
education 
INTRODUCTION 
Curriculum strengthening is one of the important elements in Islamic 
educational system which determines the success of learning for the students. 
Before going further to curriculum strengthening, it is a need to define the term 
curriculum. According to Nasution (1991), Soetopo & Soemanto (1982) 
curriculum is literally interpreted as a teaching material, derived from the Latin 
“curriculum”. Ramayulis (2001) stated that the curriculum is the subjects given 
to students to cultivate knowledge to be able to adapt to their environment. 
Crow & Crow (1990) stated that a curriculum is a teaching design that contains 
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a number of subjects arranged systematically, which is necessary as a condition 
for completing a certain education program., Langgulung (2000) and Hamid 
(2012) wrote that the curriculum is an educational, cultural, social, sports and 
art experience, both inside and outside the classroom managed by the school. 
Therefore, curriculum is a tool that is designed systematically, directed and 
measurable to achieve a goal. Its existence is very flexible and adjusting to the 
goal. This flexibility makes it possible for some parties to put their intentions or 
interests into the curriculum. 
Langgulung (2000) and Hamdan (2014) tried to establish a basic 
benchmark to standardize a curriculum. There are four main points to be 
considered in the preparation of the curriculum, including a) The objectives to 
be achieved by education, firmly talked about what kind of person we want to 
form through the curriculum; b) Knowledge, information, data, activities, and 
experiences from which the curriculum is formed; this is what is usually called 
the subject and part of the syllabus; c) Methods and ways of teaching used by 
teachers to teach and encourage students to learn and bring them to the 
direction expected by the curriculum; d) The methods and means of assessment 
used in measuring and assessing the curriculum and outcome of the planned 
education process in the curriculum such as quarterly exam, final exam and 
others. 
Sabda (2008) states that the concept of curriculum is highlighted from the 
point of view of the concept of curriculum development, which includes the 
basics of curriculum (philosophy, psychology, and sociology) and the idea of 
curriculum design (objectives, materials, organizations, and systems of Islamic 
education curriculum implementation). 
ISLAMIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM 
Omar Muhammad al-Toumy al-Syaibani (1979) revealed that the 
characteristics of Islamic education curriculum are as follows: a) Highlights 
religious and moral goals on the various purposes and content, methods, 
religious tools and techniques; b) Extends the scope and thoroughness of its 
content that is the curriculum that truly reflects the spirit, thoughts, and 
comprehensive teaching. The curriculum should also pay attention to the 
development and guidance of all aspects of the student's intellectual, 
psychological, social and spiritual life; c) Being balanced among the various 
sciences contained in the curriculum. In addition, it is also balanced between 
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useful knowledge for individual and social development; d) be thorough in 
organizing all subjects needed by the students; e) The curriculum is always 
tailored to the interests and talents of students. 
Al-Syaibani (1979) mentioned 7 principles of Islamic curriculum as follows: 
(1) Perfect linkage with religion, including its teachings and values. Each part 
contained in the curriculum, starting from the purpose, content, teaching 
methods, ways of treatment and so on should be based on religion and Islamic 
values. The curriculum must have the spirit of Islamic religion. The virtue of the 
goals and concerns must be based on Islamic teachings; (2) Universal purposes 
and content of the curriculum, which includes the purpose of developing aqidah, 
minds, and other things beneficial to society in spiritual, cultural, social, 
economic, political development; including the sciences of religion, language, 
humanity, physical, practical, professional, art and so on; (3) a relative balance 
between goals and content; (4) Associating the talents, interests, abilities, and 
the needs of the learners as well as between the natural surroundings, both 
physical, and social where the students live and interact; (5) Maintaining 
individual differences among students, both in terms of interest and talent; (6) 
Accepting the development changes in accordance with the development of the 
times and places; (7) Relating the various subjects with the experiences and 
activities contained in the curriculum. 
CHARACTER EDUCATION 
Ryan and Bohlin (1999) define character as to consists of “knowing the 
good,” “loving the good,” and “doing the good” (Howard, 2005). Character 
education is not about acquiring the right views currently accepted attitudes 
about ecology, prayer in school, gender, school uniforms, politics, or 
ideologically charged issues” (Boston University, 1996). In character education, 
the good is frequently summarized by a list of traits or virtues. The challenge for 
the community that has defined a set of desirable traits is to transmit to the next 
generation moral content, definitions, and the habit to engage in virtuous action 
(Howard, 2005). Dockery (2009) states, “developing the attitude, skills, and 
behaviors needed for productive life and positive citizenship may be more 
difficult to address in schools than developing academics.” 
Students should have a good character through school programs must be 
strengthened. Character education has become a national priority in all schools 
and the general public. Many schools and institutions have created a list of 
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desired traits, with their very own terminology and definition. The program 
developed by the Heartwood Institute promotes seven virtues: respect, loyalty, 
honesty,  love,  justice,  courage,  and hope. William Bennett (1993) lists compassion, 
responsibility, honesty, friendship, work, courage, self-discipline, perseverance, loyalty, 
and faith. 
Character Education Partnership (CEP) calls Eleven Principles of Effective 
Character Education (Lickona et al, 2007), namely: a) Promotes core ethical values 
and supportive performance values as the foundation of good character; b) 
Defines “character” comprehensively to include thinking, feeling, and behavior; 
c) Uses a comprehensive, intentional, and proactive approach to character 
development; d) Creates a caring school community; e) Provides students with 
opportunities for moral action; f) Includes a meaningful and challenging 
academic curriculum that respects all learners, develops their character, and 
helps them to succeed; g) Strives to foster students’ self-motivation; h) Engages 
the school staff as a learning and moral community that shares responsibility for 
character education and attempts to adhere to the same core values that guide 
the education of students; i) Fosters shared moral leadership and long range 
support of the character education initiative; j) Engages families and community 
members as partners in the character building effort; k) Assesses the character of 
the school, the school staff’s functioning as character educators, and the extent to 
which students manifest good character. 
CHARACTER EDUCATION, CHARACTER STRENGTHENING, AND 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: AN INTERRELATED TRANSFER 
In Islamic higher education context, curriculum development is an official 
media for transferring character education which can finally strengthen 
students’ character. To do this, an interrelated transfer is highly needed. Sutomo 
(2014) modified character education into a more Islamic character which is 
based on Qur’an and Hadist. 
Adopting the content of character education for the global community 
The term character education is relatively new for practitioners of Islamic 
education.  Though  similar  terms  have  previously  been  circulated  such   as   
moral education, value education, akhlaq education, ethics, and religious 
education, Islamic education practitioners question the difference between these 
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six terminologies, and why character education is projected as a panacea to solve 
the problem with students’ deviant behaviors. 
Akhlaq education examines the human person more deeply, especially a 
spiritual purification in relation to God. Akhlaq education is likely to bring the 
child to get   closer   to   God.   Moral   values   such    as ikhlas (sincere), ridla   
(contentment), qanaah (satisfaction), ta’dhim (aggrandizement), are the main 
components of akhlaq. Social values such as cooperation, tolerance, respect for others, 
or competitiveness are only effective for the internal environment of Muslims, but 
have not been widely applied in the wider society. There is still a very thick 
bulkhead blocking the interfaith relationships. 
The materials of character education describe the real needs of students to 
support their living with others. Values such as citizenship, 
cooperation, tolerance, respect for the environment, loyalty, helpfulness and generosity 
are behavioral components that supports harmonious lives with others. Values 
such as kindness, cleanliness, compassion, cheerfulness, diligence, citizenship, 
joyfulness, self-control, courage, perseverance, punctuality are needed for shaping a 
mature personality (Sutomo, 2014). 
Providing insights for the role of teachers and educational institutions 
The main factor that determines the success of education is a teacher. If 
teachers have requirements and professional, the chances of students’ success 
are higher. Curriculum and learning media serve only as supplements, while 
the teacher determines success of students. Therefore, an improving of 
insightful thoughts for the teacher should be prioritized. Insights on character 
education should be introduced to the teachers, so that teachers can distinguish 
the character from various perspectives. 
The main factor that determines the success of education is the teachers. If 
all teachers comply with the requirements of being professional, the chances of 
students’ success are higher. Curriculum and learning media play part only as 
supplements, while the teacher determines success of students. Therefore, an 
improving of insightful thoughts for the teacher should be prioritized. Insights 
on character education should be introduced to the teachers, so that teachers can 
distinguish various perspectives in teaching characters and choose the one fits 
method in their own school contexts (Sutomo, 2014). 
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Variety of learning model 
Educational practices and research activities shall be interconnected to 
encourage new findings for the development of materials or methods of 
teaching. In line with this idea, in reviewing character education programs, 
identifies six teaching methods. These are: a) instruction in basic values and 
virtues; b) behavioral codes established and enforced ;c) telling stories with 
moral lessons; d) modeling desirable traits and values; e) holding up moral 
exemplars in history, literature, religion, and extolling their traits; f) providing 
in school and community outreach opportunities (service projects) through 
which students can exercise good traits and pursue good values (Puka, 1999). 
Character values such as respect, responsibility, sharing, perseverance, 
friendship, cooperation, self-discipline, and honesty have to be adjusted empirically 
to the students’ world, so that the situations described by the teachers are those 
actually encountered by students not those situations that create problems faced 
by the teachers (adults). Learning will be more meaningful for the child if the 
materials are in accordance with the developmental stage of the reasoning as 
well as providing concrete examples of the child’s life environment (Sutomo, 
2014). 
CONCLUSION 
To conclude, character education, character strengthening, and curriculum 
development in Islamic higher education is important that it enables 
stakeholders, leaders, teachers, parents, and community to enhance students’ 
good character. Character is expected to be triggered up with guidance from 
Qur’an and Hadist. 
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